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Opticon H-33 4G GPS

Opticon’s most ergonomic and dependable mobile computers that come with an Android 9 operating system. Opticon’s H-33
incorporates a brilliant 5” full-color FHD touch screen, and a 16 MP rear camera providing a user-friendly interface with the
functionality of a computer and a scanner.

Opticon provides full and immediate support via your local office for all of our devices. With the H-33 you are investing in a
fully supported product, which includes a two-year warranty and has additional service contracts available. To extend the
durability of mobile computers, a bumper accessory is available.

Applications

Through its various features, Android mobile computers provide an all-in-one solution for a variety of markets such as
logistics, postal services, healthcare, merchandising, inventory management, field sales, and more. Raising performance
efficiencies to the next level, and optimizing communication among various departments in complex work environments.

How we describe the H-33

As the Android platform quickly develops, we at Opticon work simultaneously to provide our customers with the top of the line
mobile computers. Proceeding a successful launch of the H-28, Opticon now offers our newest mobile computers with
Android 9 capabilities, the H-33. By integrating barcode scanning, analytics, and service solutions for industries such as
logistics, postal services, healthcare, merchandising, and transportation, Opticon’s Android devices are the ideal solution for
today’s mobile workforce. The device is equipped with a 2D imager barcode scanner and are Bluetooth 4.1 LE, 4G, WiFi and
NFC supported.

As a mobile computer, the H-33 is equipped with a 16 MP rear-facing camera with autofocus and LED flash, high capacity
battery life for workers on the go, and a high-end scanner with Opticon’s superior barcode scanning technologies. The H-33
is dust and water-resistant, they were built to withstand the toughest work environments with their rugged design and IP 67
rating. The Gorilla Glass touch screen also protects the devices from scratches and shattering. With the option of an
additional bumper, both devices can withstand a drop up to 1.8m.

Features

A few highlights that makes the H-33 your ultimate solution:

Android 9
4G/Wi-Fi supported rugged design
5 inch full color FHD touch screen
64 GB memory
16 MP camera with auto focus
High performance Opticon scanning
Google Mobile Service (GMS)
Always connected through mobile data, Wi-Fi or Bluetooth



High capacity battery of 4,000mAh
Protection rate at IP 67
Optional bumper for drop down protection

Features

Properties

Warranty:    2 years 

Serie(s):    H-33 

Including:    Battery [STD CAPACITY] Battery door [STD CAPACITY] Hand strap USB cable Quick Start Guide 

Technical details

Platform Version:    Android 9 

Platform:    Android 

IP rating:    IP67 

Scan engine:    Imager (1D & 2D) 

Wireless Communication:    WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac Bluetooth 4.1 LE NFC 4G GPS 

Barcodes:    2D 


